MOCK SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT – II (2016-2017)
ENGLISH COMMUNICATIVE
Class - X

Time: 3 hours

Maximum Marks: 70

Instructions :
The question paper is divided into three sections.
Section A
:
Reading
Section B
:
Writing and Grammar
Section C
:
Literature

20 marks
25 marks
25 marks

SECTION A : READING (Reading : 20 Marks)
1

Read the passage given below and answer the question that follow :
Youth work is the community support activity aimed at older children and
adolescents, Depending upon the culture and the community, different services and
institutions may exist for this purpose. In the United Kingdom youth work is the process of
creating an environment where young people can engage in informal educational activities.
Different varieties of youth work include centre-based work, detached work, school-based
work and religion-based work. Throughout the United States and Canada, youth work is any
activity that seeks to engage young people in coordinated programs, including those that are
recreational, educational, or social by nature and design. Youth work is historically said to
focus on five areas, including a focus on young people; an emphasis on voluntary
participation and relationship; a commitment to association by youth and adults; friendly and
informal atmospheres, and; acting with integrity. In its purest form, detached youth work is a
form of street-based youth work provision, which operates without the use of a centre and
takes place where young people are. Often confused with outreach work, because of the
similar principles i.e. making contact on the streets with those "hand to reach" or "unattached"
young people. Detached work is seen as more than trying to encourage young people to
utilise existing provision and is used as a methods of delivering informal and social education
and is concerned with addressing whatever needs are presented to or perceived by the youth
worker.
The latter, it is sometimes said, is mainly concerned with bringing people into existing
organizations and activities; the former is about 'working with people wherever they are. In
reality most 'detached' workers have to use existing organizations, and have a range of
activities that people can plug into.
School-based work is carried out in schools and includes lessons, assemblies, after-school
clubs, one to one mentoring etc.
(a)
Who is the target group of Youth Work ?
(b)
What are the different services provided by Youth Work ?
(c)
What are the different varieties of Youth Work ?
(d)
What are the different areas Youth Work focuses on ?
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(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
2

What is Detached Youth Work ?
How would you define Outreach Work ?
What
is
the
difference
between
Work ?
How is help provided at school level ?

Detached

and

Outreach

Youth

Read the following passage carefully :
What is “poetry in the theatre”? Surely something more than drama written in verse.
Poetic drama is drama that lifts us very distinctly above the normal everyday life we
ourselves experience or read about in the newspapers. The poet invents a spectacle
remarkably different from the real world upon which it purports to comment. Such a
difference can be produced, to be sure, by the mere fact of writing, say, in rhymed hexameters.
But we can take wing in prose just as easily, and nowadays directors and actors are seen
flying about without the support of any text at all, in verse or in prose. For my present
purpose, then, “poetry in the theatre” means a palpable excursion from everyday to holiday.
Two hundred years ago, no critic or playwright would have thought of
defining the poetic theatre at all, for no one knew that theatre could be anything other than
poetic in the sense which I have given the word. Theatre was so evidently a holiday, a leap
out of the ordinary, that people would have been nonplussed if someone had tried to describe
what we call slice-of-life realism on stage.
We have all been taught that the classical Greek drama was an off-spring of certain
religious observances, and much has been made of these religious origins and connections. I
think, however, that we are closer to the mark if we place the worship of Dionysus (or any
other god) discreetly in a corner of our minds, in order to dwell with full force on the spirit of
festival which permeated the Greek “going to the theatre.” The occasion was splendid and
colourful. One looked forward to being quite carried away. The play would be amazing,
magnificent, or very funny.
While “poetry in the theatre” is more than versified drama, it is also something other
than an honorific expression covering anything we happen to admire.
One the basis of your reading of the passage answer the following questions briefly. (2x4)
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1.

What is 'poetic drama' ?

2.

What is the current trend among directors ?

3.

How would you define 'poetry in theatre' ?

4.

How was classical Greek drama associated with religious observances ?

12

Answer the following questions by choosing the most appropriate option. (1x4)
5.

6.

7.

8.

The word 'hexameters' means a line of poetry :
(a)

with six lines

(b)

with six syllables

(c)

within six lines

(d)

with six important words

The word 'purports' means that has been stated :
(a)

to be true

(b)

false

(c)

partly right

(d)

to be irrelevant

The incorrect synonym for playwright is
(a)

dramatist

(b)

screen writer

(c)

true story writer

(d)

script writer

The word 'non plussed' means too surprised or confused to :
(a)

say anything to do

(b)

say something and do nothing

(c)

say nothing

(d)

know what to do or say

SECTION B : WRITING AND GRAMMAR (25 Marks)
3
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Write a letter to the editor of a national daily in about 100-120 words expressing your views 5
on the topic 'Saving the beauty of nature is in the hands of every common man'. You may recall
ideas from the MCB unit 'Environment'.

4

You are a participant in an Inter School Story Writing Competition. Write a story in 150-200 10
words on the theme :
Ouija Board parties are not fun, rather they should not be practised. Why to disturb the dead
when they do not disturb us. One day it so happened that...................

5

Read the following passage. Fill in the blanks by choosing the most appropriate options 3
from the ones given below. Write the answers in your answer sheet against the correct
blank numbers. Do not copy the whole passage.
Lata Mangeshkar (a) __________ considered the queen of Bollywood. She possesses a
melodious voice (b) __________ leaves an everlasting impression on the minds of (c)
__________ listeners.
(a)

(b)

(c)

6

(i)

is

(ii)

has

(iii)

was

(iv)

are

(i)

this

(ii)

that

(iii)

it

(iv)

those

(i)

a

(ii)

out

(iii)

the

(iv)

all

The following passage has not been edited. There is an error in each line against which a 4
blank has been given. Write the error and correction in your answer sheet against the
correct blank number. Remember to underline the word that you have supplied.
Error Correction

7
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Akbar , the great of mughal empress,

(a)

_____ _____

Was not only honest but dutiful.

(b)

_____ _____

He never tolerate any misdeeds cr

(c)

_____ _____

Misbehavior by the people for his kingdom.

(d)

_____ _____

Read the conversation given below and complete the passage that follows:
Teacher :

Have you brought your book ?

Boy :

Yes, I have.

3

Teacher :

Please open it and read at page 44.

The teacher asked the boy (a) __________. The boy replied in the affirmative and saying (b)
__________. The teacher then requested him (c) __________

SECTION C : LITERATURE (25 Marks)
Read one of the extracts given below and answer the questions that follow:8

But suddenly that part of him that was left behind convulsed in undignified haste.

3

Writhed like lightning, and was gone
Into the black hole, the earth-lipped fissure in the wall-front,
At which, in the intense still noon, I stared with fascination.
(a)

What ‘part of him’ is being talked about here ?

(b)

Why did ‘that part’ convulse ?

(c)

Explain ‘Writhed like lightning’

OR
How should I know ! I wish to heaven I’d never seen you !” I cried. ”Look what you’ve done 3
!”
(a)

Who is the speaker and who is he speaking to ?

(b)

Why does the speaker wish “I’d never seen you !”

(c)

The speaker says, ‘how should I know’ what does ‘know’ refer to ?

Answer the following questions in about 30-40 words each.
9a

What
prediction
Rome ?

9b

How did Antony transform the people’s feelings for Caesar ?
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does

Antony

make

regarding

the

future

events

in 2

2

9c

Why did the wedding guest begin to beat his breast ?

9d

How did the two boys come out of the cellin the game,'Jail Break' ? What was Sebastian in this 2
game ?

2

Answer one of the following questions in about 80-100 words:
10

“ My name is Ozymandias, king of kings :
4
Look upon my works, ye Mighty, and despair !”
These words are engraved upon the pedestal of the statue of the powerful king Ozymandias
which now lies shattered. In order to convey the moral of the poem write a paragraph on the
topic: Pride goes before a fall’. Write your answer in 80-100 words.
OR
Motivation instills confidence. Sebastian kept encouraging Michael, requesting him not to 4
give up. Write a short note on the importance of motivation in life.

Answer one of the following questions in about 150-200 words:
11

What happened when the Nazis found Anne and her family hiding in the Secret Annexe ? 10
Describe the life at Auschwitz.
OR
Describe the role of Mrs. Edith Franks in Anne's life.

10

OR
How did Helen get a chance to pursue her dream of Harvard ? How was her experience at 10
Cambridge School ?
OR
After reading the book we realize Helen’s teacher Anne Sullivan was indeed a miracle worker 10
in the life of Helen Keller. Comment with examples.
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